An algorithm complexity is a very crucial issue in the algorithm design, especially if large data sets are to be processed. Data search is very often used in many algorithms and hash function use gives us a possibility to speed up the process significantly. Nevertheless, it is very difficult do design a good hash function especially for geometric applications. This paper describes a new hash function, its behaviour and use for non-trivial problems. Some problems can be solved effectively using the principle of duality and the hash data structure. Also some problems that cannot be solved in Euclidean space can be solved if dual representation is used and some examples are presented, too.
INTRODUCTION
Hash functions and their use are often used in computer science. The hash function enables to convert the key value to an address where the value is stored. This scheme enables to reduce a complexity of the search operation to 0(1) complexity in general, if no collisions (two different key values that are transformed to the same address) occur. Data This technique enables to speed up the searching operation significantly especially for large data sets. One typical use of this method is a triangular mesh reconstruction from the given set of triangles. The fundamental problem is to find all triangles, which share the same vertex. The hash function use reduces the run-time complexity from 0(N igN) to 0(N) expected complexity and offers a significant speed up.
It must be pointed out that the hash function use enables us to decrease complexity of the search operation. Let us imagine that we want to find whether the given point x is in the set X = {x1} . The complexities for different algorithms are shown in tab. 1. Table 1 .
It means that the hash function enables us to decrease time needed to answer this query. It should be noted that the Binary search algorithm with the 0(lgN) complexity cannot be used effectively if the set X is built incrementally as the elements of the set X are not ordered.
A hash function can be used effectively for triangular mesh reduction from the set of triangles, e.g. from the data in the STL format as well. N -number of points required X := 0; { empty set k := 0; { actual number of points in the set X while k < Ndo begin x := random; {random generator if x X then begin k k + 1; X =x u X end end
The STL format, which is often used in CAD applications, is a data standard for polygonal mesh exchanges. The STL format offers just a set of polygons, mostly triangles, which represent a surface of the given object. There is no information which triangles share the given vertex etc.
For an effective manipulation with triangular surfaces the triangular mesh representation is needed, especially for:
. computation of normal vectors in vertices, e.g. for shading purposes, . finding neighbours of triangles and sharp edges detection, . effective triangular mesh reduction or decimation [1-2], . memory reduction as the co-ordinates of all points are to be stored just ones.
There have been several approaches to triangular mesh reconstruction from the given set of triangles, one of those uses a hash function to speed up the reconstruction process significantly, see [3] for details. The behavior of the new hash function leads to the question where the hash function and hash data structures can be used in order to speed up solution of problems. One very simple and very often used is the test whether a given point is in the given set of points. 
TEST POINT-IN-A SET
There are many applications where the point-in-a set test is needed. As a simple example can be a random number generator, where all generated numbers must be different. Algorithms usually used are based on a sequential search on the set already generated and if the value is not in the set the generated value is added to this set, see alg. 1. This test is not necessarily restricted to the one-dimensional space. There is a possibility to use also the space subdivision technique using regular space subdivision etc. but the hash function can be used as well.
It can be seen that the sequential algorithm is of 0(N2) complexity and it is a quite time consuming process for large data sets generation. The test x X is of 0(N) complexity itself as the sequential search can be used only because the set X is not ordered and cannot be kept ordered effectively.
If the hash coding technique is used, the test x X is of 0(1) expected complexity only, see tab.5. Also the x= x U X operation is of 0(1) complexity, if the hash function is an ideal hash function with the bucket length equal to 1 . This is not true in general and therefore this 0(1) complexity is the expected complexity, only. Nevertheless the experiments with the real and non-trivial data, see chapter 5 and 6, proved that this behavior can be expected with high probability. It means that the whole algorithm is of 0(N) expected complexity if the hash data structure used with an ideal hash function. It is necessary to know expected properties of the given data set for the hash function design. If the random generator produces values with the uniform distribution from the interval < 0 , 1 > the hash function can be design as Index = L x c i mod size where: C is a scaling factor determined similarly as in the chapter 5. It can be seen that this approach is not restricted to the E' case, but also can be used for E case generally, if handled properly, see chapter 5. As a direct consequence of this it is possible to answer queries like:
. Is the point x E E in the given set of points ( x,)? . Is the given circle kEE2 in the given set of circles I k,)?
. Is the given sphere SEE3 in the given set of spheres ( s,)?
Those queries can be answered with 0(1) expected complexity! Last two queries can be answered as the query is based on an equation:
where: x is the centre of a circle or a sphere, R is the radius of it.
It means that the hashfunction can give us a good toolfor object localisation in the set ofscattered objects in general.
If the random generator produces values with Gauss distribution the situation is a little bit more complicated as we have to handle an unlimited interval. In this case the following transform function can be used (see chapter 7):
where: k is a parameter.
The general Gauss distribution function is defined as:
where: t is the mean value, a is the dispersion.
The data sets can be recomputed so that the mean value 4u = 0, easily.
For the Gauss distribution function with the dispersion a = 1 is the optimal value k0 = 1,1 if the ratio of maximal bucket lengthlaverage bucket length is used as the optimality criterion. If the dispersion c 1, the value k should be taken as k = k0 * y Those results have been obtained by numerical optimization process.
PRINCIPLE OF DUALITY
It is well known that several problems can be solved easily if a dual representation is used [4] . The principle of duality is a general principle very often used in practice and its usage can bring quite new solutions [7] , [ 1 1], [6] . Let us assume that the following dualities can be defined according to the tab.2. It means that the queries such as:
. Is the given line pEE2 in the given set of lines I Pi I? . Is the given plane pEE3 in the given set of planes (p,)?
can be answered with 0(1) expected complexity! It is necessary to note that some additional conditions must be applied, e.g. coefficients of lines or planes must be "normalized", as they form one parametric set actually.
Let us consider a line pEE2 defined as:
It can be seen that if this equation is multiplied by any constant d 0, we get different equations that represent the same line p. Now we can handle with lines similarly as points with co-ordinates [a , hi. it is necessary to note that some queries based on principle ofduality cannot be answered directly in the Euclidean space. Nevertheless all those tests presented above can be considered as "very academic" or "pure theoretical" ones because the arithmetic precision is limited and test for exact equality is not directly applicable.
POINT-IN-A SET AS A RANGE TEST
The range test or -test is very often used to find an element close to the given value. This test is possible if there is a monotonic dependency between the value and the element position in the hash table. The hash function can be also used if the hash function is designed so that the operation mod is not used and the C constant is to be properly chosen.
As a direct consequence of this is that it is possible to answer queries like:
. Is there any point x1 in the set X that is in x E I x, I = X?
. What is the minimal circle k from a set of circles I k ) in which the given point x lies?
If we use the principle of duality, the following queries might be answered (if we define properly what means) as well:
. The principle is very simple indeed because the hash function is monotonic. It is necessary to compute:
and then the hash table must be searched sequentially in the interval < Addrj , Addr2 >. It means that the higher is the longer sequential search must be made if no element of TAB is used, see fig.2 , i.e. there is no pointer to the VAL data structure. This approach can be used directly for answering the query:
. Which point forms the smallest circle circumscribed for the given edge, see fig.3 ?
This can be useful for Delaunay triangulation construction under some circumstances. The problem can be solved as follows: 1. Find the middle point x0 for the given edge XA,XB, 2. Compute location addr = f(x50) and search sequentially the table TAB in both direction symmetrically for the first point x1 (we expect the similar sensitivity of the hash function in x and y axes), 3. The point x1 defines the circle k1; compute the center of this circle x1 4. The table TAB must be searched sequentially for all addresses addr = fix), where: x E <xc,, xj+Rj> x <YSO, Ysr R1> for our case as it depends on the geometric positions of the points xA and xB, 5. A point with the minimal circle will be taken from the points found during the sequential search.. This algorithm is a little bit more complicated, but there is a hope that this approach can decrease the algorithm complexity significantly. It is necessary to note that the step 2 is more complicated in practical use as the coefficients a and f3 used in the hash function are different.
There is a believe that there are other tests that can be made using the hash function and duality principle, too.
THE ORIGINAL HASH FUNCTION
The original hash function was introduced for triangular mesh reconstruction [3] as:
Index= L3*x+5*y+7*zimodsize where: x, y, z are co-ordinates of a point, q decimal digits to be distinguished, size is the size of the hash table. This hash function uses a very simple formula recommended for small or medium data sets. The fundamental requirement for any hash function is that maximal and average bucket's length should be as low as possible. Table 3 . Typical cnaracteristics of the original hash function for the triangular mesh reconstruction Nevertheless for the larger data sets this function generates long buckets, see tab.3. It is necessary to point out that the choice of q has a significant influence to the hash function behavior. The obtained results strongly depend on the fractional part of co-ordinates vertices, see fig.4 -6 .
The experiments proved, that q = 3 (used in [3] ) is not satisfactory because long buckets were generated. Better results were obtained for q = 7 (see fig.4 ), but there is no automatic option of that. Also the bucket length distribution is not acceptable, see fig.4 -6. An obvious question is why those buckets are so long and how the hash function for those TAB addr1 Figure 2 . The E-test with the hash function geometric applications should be designed. Fig.7 shows a typical example of the surface represented by a triangular mesh, which was used for experiments, see [10] for details. It can be seen that the data processing can be significantly speeded up if the length of all buckets is as small as possible. Tab.3 shows that there is a high potential for additional speed up if there is a better bucket length distribution. This was the reason, why the exploration of the hash coding principle started. 
THE PROPOSED HASH FUNCTION
The hash function is a function that transforms a value to an address where the value is stored, see fig. 1 . Data analysis proved that:
. it is not reasonable to remove fractional part from co-ordinate values as it helps us to distinguish co-ordinates better, . it is necessary to remove all coefficients or parameters that somehow depend on the data set, . to use available memory as much as possible to get longer hash table, i.e. shorter buckets in general, . the hash function should not be static -it should be flexible according to the available memory and to the data set to be processed, but generally the size of the hash table can be fixed according to the number of vertices to be stored. When considering required properties of the hash function, several functions have been derived. In general the hash function is constructed as (similarly as in [3] ):
where: a, fi a y are coefficients of the hash function; usually values 3, 5 a 7 are taken, size is the hash table length (size = 2' 1), mod operator is represented as logical operation and ( A mod 8 A and '01 1 1'), C coefficient is a scaling coefficient, which is set so that the full range of DWORD type (4 Bytes unsigned), i.e. range of the interval <0, 232 > is used, In order to get maximal flexibility of the hash function we must use the whole address space, influence of C1 coefficient, and maximum of available memory, influence of C2coefficient.
For simplicity let us assume that x E < 0 , x >, similarly for others co-ordinates. as the overflow operation in the Index (address) computation must be avoided and the whole size of the table should be used. The advantage of this approach is that the hash function depends on the size of the data set size, actual data range in the data set and available memory. It is known that the length of the table and estimated length of a bucket (number of collisions per a bucket) is in an empirical relation expressed by the loadfactor a, see [5] . The loadfactor is generally the ratio of the number of values to be stored and the length of the table TAB. If we consider the load factor a = 0,5 we can expect bucket length about 2,5 and the length of the hash table size can be expressed as: size
= 2N
where: N is the number of vertices, loadfactor -a = 0,5 used; the lower value used the better spread out, i.e. shorter buckets
In practice the value size is chosen as 2k in order to be able to use the logical and operator instead of modulo as this solution is much more faster. It means that k lg2 (2N)1
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed hash function has been tested on different non-trivial data sets. Tab.4 presents the typical behaviour on some selected data sets. The relation of the bucket length and number of buckets are presented on fig.8 Table 4 . Typical behavior of the proposed hash function Figure 7 . Bucket length distribution of the new hash function -data set: A4_unter
It can be seen that the maximal bucket length is limited to the length in the order of 10, that is a very good result.Also the number of buckets decreases with the bucket length and that is a very good property of the proposed hash function. Over 150 industrial files were examined and similar results were obtained for all non-trivial data sets. The proposed function was used to speed up triangular mesh reconstruction from the given set of triangles, actually from the STL format and experiments proved the expected speed-up [10] . Nevertheless in some cases the co-ordinate range is not known. In this case the hash function can be easily modified so that co-ordinates are transformed by the function [8] :
IxI+k )
This function transforms the interval of x E ( --, oo ) to the interval x' E ( 0 , 1 ). This transformation preserves the stability of the hash function behaviour and it is applied for the y and z co-ordinates as well. The hash function is then constructed similarly as ifx,, = 1, now.
ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
The new hash function uses the advantage of large memory and the known interval of co-ordinates of the points processed. The function has a different sensitivity to each co-ordinate.
Let us introduce the coefficient v as:
Average cluster length original v= Average cluster length that represents the expected speed-up (in average) for answering a query, see tab.5.
Let us define the coefficient ij as:
Max. cluster length original 11= Max. cluster length new
It represents the ratio of the maximal bucket lengths of the original and new hash functions., see tab.6.
The hash function has been tested on many data sets and proved similar properties for all data sets. The sizes of the tested files varied from iO to 2. i07 of vertices and the proposed hash function proved its stability. Tab.5-6 show the differences between original and proposed hash functions.
ii E" E E "F Bucket length Figure 8 . Bucket length distribution of the new hash function -data set: East EU It is obvious that we can obtain very high speed-up for a simple query whether the given point x is in the set x = {x1 , see coefficients i in tab.6. gives us faster solution for triangular mesh reconstruction, see coefficient V in tab.6.
CONCLUSION
The new approaches for hash function construction and the hash data structure use have been developed. The proposed hash function has been tested on many non-trivial data sets. It proved very good properties and stability for large data sets with quite different geometric characteristics. Experiments also proved that the hash function is convenient for the triangular mesh reconstruction and for other purposes, too. The main advantage of the hash data structure use for geometric purposes is that it gives us a possibility to answer non-trivial queries with 0(1) expected complexity and answers for the 2-tests as well.
The authors believe that the proposed hash function use gives higher flexibility than others techniques used, such as space subdivision, decision trees etc. Table 5 Comparison of average bucket lengths of the original and the proposed hash functions
